GOVT. KHAWZAWL COLLEGE A THAWKTU TEN AN NIKHAT HLAWH TLINGKHAWM
KHAWZAWL DC HNENAH HLAN

No.521/2020-2021

Vawiin khan Govt. Khawzawl College-a thawktu ten an nikhat hlawn tlingkhawm Rs. 1,03,380.00 chu COVID-19 dona kawnga a tul apiang-a hman atan Khawzawl DC Pu H. Lianzela hnenah an hlan a, he sum atang hian Rs. 3,880.00 chu lockdown avanga Govt. Khawzawl College zirlai tangkhang pakhat hnenah pek nghal a ni.

Ni 20.4.2020 khan KVK Khawzawl te chuan hmai tuamna thahnem tak an thui chu DLTF leh VLTF te hman atan pe bawk a.

Ni 18.4.2020 khan National Highway No.6 (Aizawl to Champhai) cheithat hna thawk mek tu Nidhi Creative Infrastructure Pvt. Ltd. te chuan DC hnenah hian COVID-19 dona atan Rs. 50,000.00 an lo hlan tawh bawk a ni.
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